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TEACHING TYPING SKILLS SINCE 1995
Home edition - Why not use the holidays preparing your kids and
yourself for the year ahead and learn a ‘skill for life’. Our
typing course is fun, simple to use, breaks down into modules
and is proven. Our economical Family Edition offers 5 licenses
for the price of 3 and at such a cost effective price, makes
sense - doesn’t it?
All our software is written in HTML5 technology, offers both
UK and US/N.American options (spoken instruction,
vocabulary and keyboards) and is available either Online via
our servers or as a download.
Access KAZ via your laptop, desktop or even your tablet*!
*We always recommend using a keypad or a docking station
with tablets but most importantly always practise good posture!
Schools - With funding such a delicate issue, we are finding some of
our schools are reducing licenses to cater only for special needs
departments. Whilst we understand this, we believe in today’s
world of technology, all students should be taught to type so,
to help schools with budget constraints, we are now offering a
3 year license for the price of 2. However, this offer is
currently only available to the whole school roll license. Please
contact the KAZ team to place your order: enquiries@kaz-type.com

Why do so many
people use KAZ?
• Because the
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• It’s accelerated
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method works.
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• Because it WORKS!

Colleges and Universities - It is very difficult to have a ‘one fits all'
policy. As intakes can vary so much, we are happy to tailor make a
solution to fit your needs - be it just for accessibility purposes, a single
department or for a whole site license. Please contact a member of the
KAZ team for further details: enquiries@kaz-type.com
Business - KAZ Business edition is proven to increase the efficiency
and productivity of staff. A fundamental yet essential skill often
overlooked in training. We are one of the few courses that
can actually prove a Return on Investment (ROI) - See the
proof - FREE ROI calculator on our website. Teach and equip
your staff with the essentials and build on their skill set.
Some clients are offering their staff incentives as they
realise just how much of a difference it can make to their business,
staffing and bottom line. It’s one of the cheapest courses on the
marketplace and one that really does make a huge difference. Available
in SCORM for LMS or Online, hosted on our servers.
Contact: keene@kaz-type.com
DSA/NMH/Access to Work - Following several of our workshops
across the country, showcasing our new SEN/Dyslexia
edition, we are thrilled with the positive response,
feedback and advisory notes received from assessors.
The main point highlighted was that the edition, developed with advice
and guidance from Dr. Sue Fowler and her team at the Dyslexia
Research Trust, has been named incorrectly. It has been proven to not
only benefit dyslexic students but also individuals with a variety of
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cognitive limitations, such as Dyspraxia, ADHD, ASD, Tourette’s, amongst others. With this in
mind, we have rebranded the edition to KAZ’s ‘Neurodiverse’ Edition on our new DSA/NMH
webpage.
This edition addresses disturbances related to ‘Visual Stress’ by
means of our unique ©Preference Screen, and its structured and
proven accelerated learning teaching method, incorporating both
‘muscle memory’ and ‘brain balance’ teaches typing skills introducing students to a new medium for learning and
communicating - helping with anxiety, co-ordination, motor skills,
non-verbal communication, promoting self confidence and equipping them with a ‘skill for life’.
It is available in download format and in two versions - Neurodiverse Adult (aged 16+),
featuring our new ‘generic’ imagery and our Neurodiverse Schools edition (aged 6-16), featuring
a choice of our light hearted KAZ birds (Adult and Junior) with age related vocabulary.
We would like to thank all the OT’s and Assessors who have already contacted us and are now
using and recommending KAZ. Assessors please contact us for licenses, webinars or for booking
CPD sessions either directly via our DSA tab on our website, email or via the DSA reseller
network. Email: sheraleen@kaz-type.com

KAZ presenting at Iansyst - Edinburgh

KAZ presented at Charlton Academy

DSA / Resellers - In order to simplify the ordering process
and the downloading of files, we have updated our website for
DSA/NMH resellers/users. Simply log into your shop account as
normal and click on the new DSA/NMH shop link. Additionally,
you will notice a new tab feature which will take you directly to
the download files. The Neurodiverse edition is our latest and
most up to date download available and is being used in Access
centres across the UK.
Available in two editions: Adult (ages 16+) and our School’s
Edition (Ages 6-16). Additionally, there is a ‘button’
on the DSA/NMH webpage which identifies Student’s
Challenges and the Benefits of learning with KAZ.
If you would like to contribute any articles or snippets of information
in our next newsletter*, please email: info@kaz-type.com

Teachers - we welcome stories of KAZ in the classroom!
*by contributing to our Newsletter you give us permission to reproduce your article in
its entirety or part thereof. Photographs only reproduced with full permissions.

Businesses
Subject to License - if you would like a
visit or webinar, please contact us:

sales@kaz-type.com

KAZ in Business makes sense.
Increased Efficiency = Increased Productivity = Increased PROFITABILITY
GUARANTEED and what’s more we CAN prove it !

